Tbi wiring harness

Complete with the wiring for emissions and VSS. We also have a device that will allow you to
delete the VSS circuit. The device replicates a signal to the computer; the computer still thinks
its receiving the correct pulse. The main difference between the 4L60 and the 4L60E is the valve
body. What sets them apart is the E , which stands for electronic valve body. With a SSW
harness you have diagnostic capability ALDL , spark control and all the correct power and
ground connections required to run correctly. For special requests: Contact SSW. You will find
a creation of fuel injection known as Throttle Body Injection. This injection system in many
opinions, to be the most reliable and self sustain design ever. Lasting 10 years makes this the
longest and most successful engine and fuel injection design, ever to come from GM. The
variation of sizes range from 4. Pick your poison of any, check you power to weight ration and
enjoy a reliable engine in any size, from this genre. The fuel metering is controlled by a basic
Speed Density operation. The MAP sensor will adjust timing and fuel depending on load
conditions, based on internal vacuum pressures. The MAP sensor will adjust accordingly â€”
based on altitude and work performed. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact
the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered
or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or
tab. Seller information performancefuelinjectionsystems Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Elsie, Michigan, United
States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. SBC Chevy 5. Speedmaster
PCE Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience
only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Performance Fuel Injection Systems
performancefuelinjectionsystems Categories 5. This is a fuel injection system Wire harness.
Fuel injection is becoming a very popular upgrade. Swaping in a TBI Engine is nothing new. If
you need a adaptor plate give us a call we have adapter plates for 4BBL carbs 2BBL carbs or
some other configuration please drop us a line or email. Comes With Complete Instructions for
installation. Lifetime on harness against defects 90 days for ECM. Shipping and handling. The
seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated.
Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 14 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers
for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered
by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment
methods. Feedback on performancefuelinjectionsystems from others who bought this item.
Positive feedback. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Performance Fuel Injection Systems. Basic
connections are standard but it is easy to customize one for your needs. Typically, technical
support is limited to the customer with only a harness purchase due to the complexity of
variables we have no control over. Please contact us with any questions, we are here to help.
Add To Cart. Please note: more often than not you will need a new prom chip calibration for
your ECM electronic control module with a new harness. These harnesses are designed for
engine operation only. If the ECM prom chip is not re-calibrated you might have engine running
issues or a constant check engine light. A calibrated prom chip is the chip inside the ECM that

tells the ECM what inputs it is looking for and contains the calibration for your engine. A
properly calibrated prom chip is essential for proper engine operation. Yes, Include AFI
calibrated Prom chip required No, I have a chip calibrator who is going to calibrate the prom
chip for me I will send in my ecm to have my prom chip calibrated. The prom chip is located
under the cover of the ECM. Please tell us about your engine. What size is it? Have there been
any modifications made to the engine? We do not supply this and they no longer make them.
Please let us know your tire size and axle ratio in the open text box below this sentence. Flat
Square. What O2 Sensor will you be using? A new o2 sensor is advised when updating a
system to provide accurate readings. Three or four wires O2 sensors are ultimately better than
one wire O2 sensors as the three or four wired O2 sensors have a built in heater allowing for
more accurate readings faster than the one wire non-heated O2 sensor. I am ok with the O2
sensor I have Please include a three wire heated O2 sensor Please include a four wire heated
with additional ground O2 sensor. Measurement should be taken from the back of the engine to
where you would like to mount the ECM. We offer some additional options we can include in or
with your harness that would not otherwise be included. A commonly overlooked separate
wiring section is the 2 wire pigtail that joins the distributor wiring to the coil wiring. This is a
separate wiring to the harness but can be included if not present during an engine transplant for
examples. AFI highly dissuades the use of a knock sensor. Most often knock sensors of this era
pick up more false knock than actual knock. Especially if you are transplanting an engine into a
different vehicle. All a knock sensor of this era does is retard spark and it is not needed for
engine operation. NO recommended Yes i still want a knock sensor. There are many others that
will do the same thing but the is most well known and documented and will be the basis for this
article. Same can be accomplished with any TBI system from mid s to and all information here
will lead you to the right choice! Best thing to do is go to junkyard and find a motor similar size
as yours and get the complete system and parts. As you read through there will be links to more
detailed information including all the wiring diagrams needed to make your own harness or
rework one from a donor vehicle. For this one we are doing a ECM, you can get all the wiring
diagrams and files for it here: TBI system components: 1. Has a number like is used here. Inside
is the chip. On the chip is the bin file which is the program for running that engine. We will have
another page for programming equipment, software and accessories needed for changing bin
files on chips and another on Tuning! Coming soon! The injectors are different sizes. The is
larger with close to 2 inch bores. It is recommended a TBI from about the same size engine to
be used in your conversion or larger for high performance built engines. TBI Wiring Harness.
Wire harness can be pulled from the factory car and reworked for a conversion. There are also
aftermarket options to buy one new already made. Here's an idea of what one looks like when
pulled. Here's the harness you need and the pile of stuff removed. More Detailed wiring
information at this link: You could pull from donor but a new one is cheap. The universals just
splice onto the wire from the harness. For headers It is recommend a 3 wire heated sensor
mounted in collector behind the header, not in the header. They have a built in heater to keep
the sensor hot when it is mounted down in the collector. Fuel pumps Lots of choices! You have
a choice to modify your tank for an in tank pump or mount one external to the tank. Other part
numbers for inline tanks are: E, E and E You can also do an in tank pump The way most new
cars come from factory. There are many ways to do this. Here is a link to a write up using one of
the best factory in tank pumps available at junk yard for cheap. Parts are easy to come by at any
parts store. Greg aka greags78cam did an excellent article on how to do this here: If your
converting a GM engine you can probably just buy one and drop it in. This distributor can also
be made for any engine by grafting a GM upper onto any make motor lower half of distributor by
a machine shop. Here's a write up on how and reference to a shop that has been doing these for
10 years. For the fuel only conversion you will retain your stock distributor but will need a
special filter to run between your ignition and the computer. Except no one sells them anymore
and when they did you could do a ignition conversion to have fuel and spark control by ECM for
same money. This senses the change in manifold pressure. You can modify the plate and
remount it on the manifold or make a plate and mount it on the firewall. This sends the signal
from the Knock sensor to the ECM to reduce the timing if it hears a knock. Jags that Run JTR
sell an aftermarket VSS that screws right into speedometer cable Good for smooth deceleration
and also for cruise control input on later systems. Can be made to run without one but much
better with! Many transmissions also have a VSS built into them. Some cars and trucks with
electronic carburetors have a VSS built into speedometer in dash board. EGR-exhaust gas re
circulation solenoid. If you need to run emissions. Can use others if you want. Used on some
engines to measure air temperature in intake manifold. Used on some engines to measure air
temperature on air coming into throttle body. These pages will always be updated with new
information! For more information check out links to forums. BCC Find. TBI Conversion. TBI

Wiring. Chip Programming. EFI Dictionary. Fuel Injection Forum. TunerPro Talk. EFI Write ups.
Inside is the chip On the chip is the bin file which is the program for running that engine. Must
be mounted in flowing coolant near thermostat. Fuel pump relay From donor vehicle with the
harness. Power relay can use same as above or many options. Adapter plate for the TBI you can
make one or buy one. Spread bore Square bore 2 barrel- Holley Take the fear out of electronic
fuel injection! These engine wiring harnesses are designed to make your engine transplant
effortless. Each new harness contains in-depth application-specific instruction sheets, clearly
marked factory GM connectors, labeled GXL jacketed wire, GM color coding, and pre-fitted
corrugated slit loom for an extra value and professional look. All un-needed emissions wiring is
eliminated to make the install as simple and reliable as possible. Installation Instructions PDF.
Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart. In Stock. Ships FREE here for details and
exclusions. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your vehicle to verify fitment.
Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to Buildlist. Click to Login. Part :. Info
Take the fear out of electronic fuel injection! Made from premium grade GXL jacketed
automotive wire Most wiring is larger gauge than stock application for durability No splices to
reduce points of failure All primary grounding is done at the head or block and grounding
points are isolated from each other to reduce electrical interference and minimize ground
looping Harness wiring matches GM wiring configuratio
1996 geo prism parts
2000 trans am headlight
mazda cx 5 subwoofer
n and jacket colors follow GM color coding for easy identification All electrical connectors are
made by Delphi or Packard and are direct fit for GM cars and trucks Can be installed to run
engine in 20 minutes, but figure hours for a professional installation OBD1 diagnostic port for
connection to scanners and tuning tools Made in the USA. Ground shipping only in the
contiguous US. Related Products. Speedway Vortec V8 Wiring Harness. More Like This. View All
Engine Wiring Harnesses. Speedway Motors employee Pat O. Pat shows off how easy wiring
your LS can be with our LS wiring kit. Unbox our most popular wiring harness with Tim. Testing
2 and 3 Wire Speed Sensors. Testing a 2 or 3 wire speed sensor sounds difficult, but these
videos show that it actually is quite easy! Upgrading a R4 Transmission - Chevelle. Follow along
as Jeff installs an early R4 transmission for the big block in his Chevelle. See how this unit is
upgraded and converted to a later 30 spline style. You May Also Like.

